Category/hiking Trails
Yeah, reviewing a ebook category/hiking trails could ensue your close connections listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood,
triumph does not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as with ease as accord even more than supplementary will have enough money each success. neighboring to, the notice as competently as sharpness of this
category/hiking trails can be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Hiking Yellowstone National Park Bill Schneider 2012-07-17 Lace up your boots and
sample more than one hundred hikes in America’s most famous national park.
Geysers, paint pots, and glowing blue pools; deep canyons with plunging
waterfalls; broad river valleys with seemingly endless views; and tall rugged
mountains—Yellowstone National Park is a hiker’s paradise with more than 800 miles
of trails. Let veteran hiker and outdoor writer Bill Schneider guide you on a wide
variety of day hikes and extended backpacking trips into the vast interior of this
national treasure. Whether you’re a day-tripper or long-distance hiker, old hand
or novice, you’ll find trails suited to every ability and interest in Yellowstone
National Park. Features Hikes suited to every ability Detailed directions
Elevation profiles, difficulty ratings, and information on hiking in bear country
Full-color photos throughout Full-color GPS-compatible maps of each trail.

Backpacker Long Trails Backpacker Magazine 2017-04-15 WINNER OF THE 2017 NATIONAL
OUTDOOR BOOK AWARDS (INSTRUCTIONAL CATEGORY) Make the Dream of a Long Distance
Thru-Hike a Reality Have you been dreaming of the summer when you can hike the
Appalachian Trail? Or marvel at the snow-capped peaks along the Pacific Crest
Trail? Or simply section hike the Continental Divide Trail? In Backpacker’s Long
Trails, Liz “Snorkel” Thomas, former women’s speed record holder for the AT and
veteran of twenty long trails, gives you the tools to make this dream a reality.
Included is trail-proven advice on selecting gear, stocking resupplies, and
planning your budget and schedule, complete with gorgeous photographs of life on
the trail. Along the way, enjoy sneak peeks into not only the Triple Crown trails,
but also lesser-known long trails throughout North America.
Hiking Logbook Simple Journals 2020-10-24 Journaling Your Hiking Adventures
Whether you're looking forward to wandering a local pathway or working towards
treking the Pacific Crest Trail, this compact 6"x9" hiker's journal with prompts
is a great way to prepare for your hiking expeditions and evaluate your
experiences on the trail. Designed for hikers of all experience levels, this fun
hiking diary has a useful layout that allows for users to log up to 60 hikes
anywhere in the world. The durable, matte-finish softcover protects the 55# (90
GSM) white paper interior. Pages are numbered and templates correspond to the
Table of Contents page for easy reference and personalization. Inside This Book:
(60) Hike Tour templates with prompts. (60) Checklists for each hike. This Hiking
Logbook Belongs To page Table of Contents to add hike description with a
corresponding page number. Checklist Categories Include: Hiking Equipment and
Apparel Food & Beverages Documents Equipment Backpack Pharmacy Other The checklist
categories have sub-categories with specific items listed, and room to write your
own custom entries. Hike Tour Prompts Include: Hike / Trail Name Date Start Time
End Time Total Duration Total Distance Location Companions City/State Starting
Point End Point Difficulty (Easy, Moderate, Challenging & Very Difficult) Weather
- with icons Crowd - with icons View - with icons Description - with a lined area
to write. Landscape - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Fitness - with star-rating
of 1 to 5 stars. Overall - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Highlight - with a
lined area to write. This hiking diary is a wonderful gift idea for men, women,
and kids who enjoy hiking and journaling. Log new outdoor adventures. Get your
hiking logbook today!

New England Waterfalls Greg Parsons 2019 Hundreds of beautiful waterfalls and
swimming holes across New England
The Best Hikes on the Continental Divide Trail: Colorado The Continental Divide
Trail Coalition 2016-04-16 • A wide variety of hikes, from family-friendly to
difficult overnight treks • Includes detailed comments, route descriptions,
driving directions, maps, difficulty ratings, and nearest landmark • Fits in your
pocket or daypack • Features color photos and maps throughout Experience the high
country of Colorado—from Rocky Mountain National Park to the Weminiche
Wilderness—on the Continental Divide trail, a 3100-mile trail that traverses the
Rocky Mountains from Mexico to Canada. Hike some of the more popular and
accessible sections of the trail near Denver and Summit County, then venture out
on an overnight trek across some of the most remote areas of the state. The
Continental Divide Trail runs approximately 800 miles through Colorado, taking
hikers through groves of golden aspens, along the shores of snowmelt-fed lakes,
and to the rocky summits of 13,000-foot peaks with expansive vistas.
Hiking Michigan's Upper Peninsula Eric Hansen 2015-11-15 Hiking Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula features fifty of the best hikes in Michigan’s beautiful Upper
Peninsula. Detailed maps and trail descriptions make navigating these wonderful
trails easy, from family-friend strolls to popular vistas to hillier wooded
pathways. FalconGuides have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks for more than
thirty-five years. Written by top experts, each guide invites you to experience
the adventure and beauty of the outdoors. Look inside to find: Hikes suited to
every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty ratings, trail contacts,
fees/permits, and best hiking seasons An index of hikes by category—from easy day
hikes to waterfalls Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging

The Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Scott Steinberg 2012-06 Lace up your boots and
sample more than 600 miles of hiking trails through the approximately 1,240,681
acres of rugged Idaho and Montana backcountry.
category-hiking-trails
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and campgrounds Full-color photos throughout GPS coordinates

Hiking Northern Arizona Bruce Grubbs 2001 Whether you are a day-tripper or longdistance hiker, old hand or novice, you'll find 120 trails suited to every ability
and interest throughout northern Arizona.

Hiking Shenandoah National Park Jane Gildart 2012-03-20 Fully revised and updated,
this full-color edition of Hiking Shenandoah National Park features fifty-nine of
Shenandoah's finest trails - from short day hikes to overnight adventures. With
this comprehensive guide, veteran hikers Bert and Jane Gildart provide all the
information you need to get the most out of hiking Virginia's majestic Shenandoah
National Park. Look inside to find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile
directional cues Difficulty ratings, trail contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking
seasons An index of hikes by category - from easy day hikes to hikes to waterfalls
Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging and campgrounds
Full-color photos throughout Full-color GPS-compatible maps of each trail

Backpacker 1973 Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep,
inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more often. The
authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled
magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails,
camping gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards,
an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation, has become
the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
Beer Hiking Bavaria Rich Carbonara 2020-03-16 Beer Hiking Bavaria combines much of
what Bavaria is all about: wonderful hikes through cobbled old towns, dense
forests and rugged mountain landscapes, past castles, traditional monastery
breweries and lush barley fields. In search of the best beer, the author Rich
Carbonara has explored picturesque paths away from the tourist centres and put
together his 50 favourites for this practical beer hiking guide. Each hike
includes a detailed route description with length, duration, degree of difficulty
and elevation profile as well as a well-founded characterisation of the type of
beer that awaits you at the end of the day. Welcome to the beer and nature
paradise Bavaria!

Destination Hikes Stephen Hui 2021-05-11 Discover 55 of the most beautiful hikes
near Vancouver, each with an exciting destination to reward your efforts. Planning
your next hiking journey in beautiful British Columbia? This new book from the
bestselling author of 105 Hikes will show you how to reach the most breathtaking
hiking destinations in the province. 55 new day trips: celebrate nature big and
small with astonishing hikes you can do in one day. Large geographical area: the
book covers Duffey Lake and the Stein Valley in the north, Washington’s Cascade
Mountains in the south, Nanaimo and the Gulf Islands in the west, and Manning Park
and the Coquihalla in the east. Diverse destinations: including astonishing views,
swimming holes, beautiful rivers and lakes, and even a 600-year-old tree. History
and ecology: the author acknowledges the Indigenous territory each trail crosses,
and points out nearby museums, wetlands, temples, and memorials. Giving back: A
portion of the author’s royalties will go to the Hope Mountain Centre for Outdoor
Learning to support trail building and maintenance. With each hike, bestselling
author and seasoned BC hiker Stephen Hui shares everything you need to know to
make your day a success. Bonus features include: A photograph of every hike
Topographic maps Difficulty ratings At-a-glance summaries of special features
Recommendations for kids and families, and shoulder season.

Five-Star Trails: Tucson Rob Rachowiecki 2018-07 Tucson lies in a saguaro-studded
desert basin surrounded by four mountain ranges and book-ended by two national
parks. In an hour you can drive from an arid canyon in the Arizona-Sonora desert
to a pine-forested mountain at 9000 feet. Hiking trails are plentiful and as
varied as the terrain. Five-Star Trails: Tucson by Rob Rachowiecki guides hikers
to diverse trails suitable for anyone from wheelchair-using nature lovers to those
looking for an all-day workout. Sized to fit in a pocket, this guide is convenient
to keep in the car or toss into a backpack. Driving directions steer hikers to the
nearest trailhead parking areas, including GPS trailhead coordinates to get them
to the start of the trail. Each trail has been thoroughly researched, recently
hiked and includes detailed descriptions, trail profiles and maps. At a glance
categorical ratings, such as scenery, trail condition, difficulty, solitude and
kid-friendliness, let you quickly select a trail that fits your tastes and
ability. Other key information such as fees, restrictions for dogs as well as
advice on when to visit offers you the best information so you can plan your trip
with ease.

60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: San Antonio and Austin Charles Llewellin 2016-10-17 The
San Antonio and Austin areas are steeped in history -- San Antonio's Alamo stands
as a symbol of Texas' fierce independence, while Austin is recognized as the
cradle of Texas statehood. This area is also known for some of the most impressive
hiking in the Lone Star State. 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: San Antonio and Austin by
veteran authors Charlie Llewellin and Johnny Molloy guides readers to the best
trails found in the Texas Hill Country, all within easy reach of these two cities.
The guide takes you to secluded, low traffic areas as well as those that are more
popular and heavily used. The former LBJ Ranch, the Gaudalupe River, the Highland
Lakes Chain, and the Lost Pines area are just some of the spectacular places
covered. With this new edition in the best-selling 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles
series, all these visually stunning and ruggedly charming routes are at the
traveler's fingertips. This handy guide helps San Antonio and Austin natives get
back into nature, with many options right in town. Extensive at-a-glance
information makes it easy to choose the perfect hike based on length, difficulty,
scenery, or on a specific factor such as hikes good for families, runners, or
birding. Each trail profile includes maps, directions, driving times, nearby
attractions, and other pertinent details.

category-hiking-trails

Hiking It's Cheaper Than Therapy Simple Journals 2020-10-24 Journaling Your Hiking
Adventures Whether you're looking forward to wandering a local pathway or working
towards treking the Pacific Crest Trail, this compact 6"x9" hiker's journal with
prompts is a great way to prepare for your hiking expeditions and evaluate your
experiences on the trail. Designed for hikers of all experience levels, this fun
hiking diary has a useful layout that allows for users to log up to 60 hikes
anywhere in the world. The durable, matte-finish softcover protects the 55# (90
GSM) white paper interior. Pages are numbered and templates correspond to the
Table of Contents page for easy reference and personalization. Inside This Book:
(60) Hike Tour templates with prompts. (60) Checklists for each hike. This Hiking
Logbook Belongs To page Table of Contents to add hike description with a
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corresponding page number. Checklist Categories Include: Hiking Equipment and
Apparel Food & Beverages Documents Equipment Backpack Pharmacy Other The checklist
categories have sub-categories with specific items listed, and room to write your
own custom entries. Hike Tour Prompts Include: Hike / Trail Name Date Start Time
End Time Total Duration Total Distance Location Companions City/State Starting
Point End Point Difficulty (Easy, Moderate, Challenging & Very Difficult) Weather
- with icons Crowd - with icons View - with icons Description - with a lined area
to write. Landscape - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Fitness - with star-rating
of 1 to 5 stars. Overall - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Highlight - with a
lined area to write. This hiking diary is a wonderful gift idea for men, women,
and kids who enjoy hiking and journaling. Log new outdoor adventures. Get your
hiking logbook today!

solitude • Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging and
campgrounds • Full-color photos throughout
Hiking Wyoming's Wind River Range Ben Adkison 2018-06-22 Covering nearly all of
the wilderness trails in the Wind River Range and offering suggestions for day
hikes, extended trips, and off-trail exploration, this revised edition contains
detailed descriptions and National Geographic maps to get you to the trailheads
and help you plan your trip. This new edition includes new full color maps and
stunning full color photos, as well as GPS coordinates for all trailheads. Look
inside to find: • Hikes suited to every ability • Mile-by-mile directional cues •
Difficulty ratings, trail contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons • An
index of hikes by category, such as easy day hikes, extended backcountry trips,
hikes to lakes, and hikes for solitude • Invaluable trip-planning information,
including local lodging and campgrounds • Full-color photos throughout • National
Geographic maps

Five-Star Trails: Gainesville & Ocala Sandra Friend 2013-11-18 While polar
opposites in many ways - hip college town versus retiree mecca - both Gainesville
and Ocala, only 35 miles apart, share a love of the outdoors. Student clubs from
the University of Florida hike the same trails as Volksmarch groups from the
Villages, enjoying wilderness immersion in the Ocala National Forest and scrambles
on rugged terrain along the Cross Florida Greenway. With several hundred miles of
trails throughout the region to choose from, Five-Star Trails: Gainesville & Ocala
helps you find the best. Authored by Florida hiking expert and long-time Ocala
resident Sandra Friend, with 40-year Eagle Scout and Florida Trail Association
life member John Keatley, this handy guide provides a fresh perspective on the
region's ever-expanding array of hiking trails. Find urban places for reflection
like Sholom Park, a carefully manicured woodlands in a retirement community, and
Bivens Arm Nature Park, surrounding a marsh in Gainesville; both feature
inspirational quotes and places to relax along their trails. Explore the vast
longleaf pine flatwoods of the Ocala National Forest on the Florida Trail near
Lake Delancy and the shady swamp forests of Goethe State Forest along the Big
Cypress Trail. See more alligators than you've ever seen in your life in the home
of the Gators along the La Chua Trail at Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park.
Covering more than 35 hikes across a three-county region, all within an hour's
drive of either city, Five-Star Trails: Gainesville & Ocala gives you a reason to
get outdoors now. Hikes are rated and highlighted according to their strengths
from five perspectives: scenery, trail conditions, good for children, difficulty,
and solitude. Author recommendations for best hikes in other categories including wildlife watching, ancient trees, Florida Trail segments, geology, kidfriendly, and dog-friendly hikes - make it easy to choose an adventure at a
glance. Add in Sandra Friend's extensive knowledge of habitats, wildlife,
wildflowers, and local history, and you'll be glad to have Five-Star Trails:
Gainesville & Ocala as your guide to exploring the region's outdoors.

Hike More Worry Less Simple Journals 2020-10-24 Journaling Your Hiking Adventures
Whether you're looking forward to wandering a local pathway or working towards
treking the Pacific Crest Trail, this compact 6"x9" hiker's journal with prompts
is a great way to prepare for your hiking expeditions and evaluate your
experiences on the trail. Designed for hikers of all experience levels, this fun
hiking diary has a useful layout that allows for users to log up to 60 hikes
anywhere in the world. The durable, matte-finish softcover protects the 55# (90
GSM) white paper interior. Pages are numbered and templates correspond to the
Table of Contents page for easy reference and personalization. Inside This Book:
(60) Hike Tour templates with prompts. (60) Checklists for each hike. This Hiking
Logbook Belongs To page Table of Contents to add hike description with a
corresponding page number. Checklist Categories Include: Hiking Equipment and
Apparel Food & Beverages Documents Equipment Backpack Pharmacy Other The checklist
categories have sub-categories with specific items listed, and room to write your
own custom entries. Hike Tour Prompts Include: Hike / Trail Name Date Start Time
End Time Total Duration Total Distance Location Companions City/State Starting
Point End Point Difficulty (Easy, Moderate, Challenging & Very Difficult) Weather
- with icons Crowd - with icons View - with icons Description - with a lined area
to write. Landscape - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Fitness - with star-rating
of 1 to 5 stars. Overall - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Highlight - with a
lined area to write. This hiking diary is a wonderful gift idea for men, women,
and kids who enjoy hiking and journaling. Log new outdoor adventures. Get your
hiking logbook today!
Hiking Wisconsin Eric Hansen 2002 Profiles 64 of the best hikes in the state.
Detailed maps and directions and a superb selection of day hikes and overnight
trips make this book accessible to all hiking enthusiasts, from families out for a
summer walk in the woods to outdoor fanatics. AHS

Hiking Wyoming's Wind River Range Ron Adkison 2012-06-05 Covering nearly all of
the wilderness trails in the Wind River Range and offering suggestions for day
hikes, extended trips, and off-trail exploration, this book contains detailed
descriptions and maps to get you to the trailheads and help you plan your trip.
This new edition includes new full color maps and stunning full color photos, as
well as GPS coordinates for all trailheads. Look inside to find: • Hikes suited to
every ability • Mile-by-mile directional cues • Difficulty ratings, trail
contacts, fees/permits, and best hiking seasons • An index of hikes by category,
such as easy day hikes, extended backcountry trips, hikes to lakes, and hikes for
category-hiking-trails

Hiking Acadia National Park Dolores Kong 2016-04-15 Established as the first
national park in the eastern United States, Acadia National Park has 120 miles of
hiking trails through more than 40,000 acres along the coast of Maine. Fully
revised and updated, this edition of Hiking Acadia National Park covers ridge
trails, forest paths, oceanside strolls, and cliff climbs for hikers of all ages
and abilities.
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Hiking Oregon Lizann Dunegan 2013-05-07 Featuring 50 of the state's best hikes,
with an additional 52 honorable mention hikes, Hiking Oregon is the ticket to
experiencing the Beaver State's remarkable diversity. This one-of-a-kind guidebook
will take outdoor enthusiasts on hikes along rugged, rocky coastline to historic
lighthouses; through scented, sagebrush high desert and magnificent lava plains;
to the tops of volcanic peaks; past cascading waterfalls; and alongside wild and
scenic rivers.

National Parks leads you along 850 miles of trail - from short nature hikes to
backcountry treks. Veteran hiker Erik Molvar provides all the information you need
to get the most out of hiking this International Peace Park with its glistening
glaciers, scenic lookouts, peaceful lakes, and remote wilderness. Look inside to
find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Elevation
profiles GPS coordinates for all trailheads and backcountry campsites An index of
hikes by category— from easy day hikes to hikes to waterfalls Invaluable tripplanning information, including local lodging and campgrounds Full-color photos
throughout Full-color GPS-compatible maps of each trail

Recreational Trails Program 2002
America's Great Mountain Trails Tim Palmer 2019-09-17 Winner of the 2020 National
Outdoor Book Award, this book is a hiker's inspirational bucket list embodied in a
lavishly illustrated celebration of our nation's one hundred best mountain trails.
America's mountain trails lure us to exquisite heights, from the Atlantic Coast in
Maine to the Pacific edge in California and the Northwest. These rugged yet
seductive pathways call to all who seek both solace and adventure, whether out for
a day hike or an extended backpacking expedition. America's Great Mountain Trails
introduces readers to one hundred hikes of a lifetime. The book covers some of our
nation's most legendary trails and some that are scarcely known, but all can take
us on journeys to remarkable places. Between the ancient Appalachians and the
Pacific Coast's uplift lie the Rockies, Desert Range, Sierra Nevadas, Cascade
Mountains, Olympics, and more. Beyond are the resoundingly wild terrain of Alaska
and the islands of Hawaii and Puerto Rico, which ascend like dreamy visions from
the sea. Readers get practical details about the length and difficulty of each
hike, along with concise directions to each trailhead, tips about the best seasons
to go, advice on permit requirements, and a selection of alternate routes. An
appendix offers information about what must be done to protect these special
places so they'll remain alluring and rewarding to all the generations ahead. With
fascinating text and beautiful photography by Tim Palmer, America's Great Mountain
Trails is sure to become the definitive reference book to the most outstanding
mountain trails in America.

Hiking Acadia National Park Dolores Kong 2022-07-01 Established as the first
national park in the eastern United States, Acadia National Park has 120 miles of
hiking trails through more than 40,000 acres along the coast of Maine. Fully
revised and updated, this edition of Hiking Acadia National Park covers ridge
trails, forest paths, oceanside strolls, and cliff climbs for hikers of all ages
and abilities. Look inside to find: • Hikes suited to every ability • Mile-by-mile
directional cues • Difficulty ratings, trail contacts, fees/permits, and best
hiking seasons • An index of hikes by category —from easy day hikes to hikes to
waterfalls • Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging and
campgrounds • GPS location for each trailhead • GPS-compatible maps of each trail
Hiking the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness Bill Schneider 2015-07-01 Lace up your
boots and sample more than sixty hikes in the spectacular Absaroka-Beartooth
Wilderness that straddles the Montana-Wyoming border. Experience the high-altitude
grandeur of the Beartooth Plateau, the breathtaking view from 12,799-foot Granite
Peak, and the abundant wildlife of the densely forested Absaroka Range. The
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness offers hikers some of the most magnificent mountain
scenery in the United States as well as peaceful mountain meadows, trout-filled
lakes, stunning waterfalls, and many options for off-trail adventure. Veteran
hiker and outdoor writer Bill Schneider will introduce you to all this and more.
Look inside to find: Hikes suited to every ability Mile-by-mile directional cues
Difficulty, traiffic, and hill ratings Vacation planner and a hiker's checklist
GPS coordinates This thoroughly revised and updated edition of Hiking the
Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness explores 63 trails in Montana's Absaroka-Beartooth
Wilderness. The wilderness area, located north and northeast of Yellowstone, is
renowned for its spectacular scenery and abundant wildlife.

Great Hiking Trails of the World Karen Berger 2017-09-26 FOREWORD INDIES Book of
the Year Awards — 2017 GOLD Winner for Nature A hiker’s dream bucket list is
embodied in this lavishly illustrated celebration of more than eighty of the
world’s most iconic trails. Celebrating the most important, popular, and diverse
hiking trails in the world, this book invites readers to take a walking tour
through the planet’s natural wonders. Divided into six sections, the book groups
trails by theme: pilgrimages, historic hikes, mountain hikes, wilderness trails,
trails through diverse environments, and long-distance trails. From Mount Kenya to
subarctic hikes in Scandinavia, and from exotic hikes in the Himalayas to more
familiar trails in the United States and Canada, this book invites readers to
explore the history, environment, and cultures of the world on foot. Each featured
trail has its own section, with a map and photo gallery focusing on what makes it
one of the most magnificent hiking trails anywhere in the world. Included are
detailed descriptions and trail highlights. This book is perfect for anyone
interested in conservation, outdoor recreation, or the myriad ways that walking
through a landscape is an intimate exploration of its soul.

Hiking California's Mount Shasta Region Bubba Suess 2015-06-01 Hiking California's
Mount Shasta Region covers 50 hikes in the area for hikers of all abilities. Upto-date trail information and miles and directions will be featured throughout, as
well as sidebars on local culture, trivia, and wildlife. GPS coordinates are
available for all trailheads.
Sixty Hikes Within Sixty Miles Minneapolis Tom Watson 2018 Get outdoors with this
guide to 60 of the best hikes within an hour or so from Minneapolis and St. Paul,
leading you to scenic overlooks, wildlife hot spots, and historical settings.
Hiking Arizona Bruce Grubbs 2001 A detailed guide to more than 100 of Arizona's
best hikes, revised and updated.

Hiking Glacier and Waterton Lakes National Parks Erik Molvar 2012-06-19 Discover
the wonder of these two spectacular parks as Hiking Glacier and Waterton Lakes
category-hiking-trails

Hiking Logbook Simple Journals 2020-10-30 Journaling Your Hiking Adventures
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Whether you're looking forward to wandering a local pathway or working towards
treking the Pacific Crest Trail, this compact 6"x9" hiker's journal with prompts
is a great way to prepare for your hiking expeditions and evaluate your
experiences on the trail. Designed for hikers of all experience levels, this fun
hiking diary has a useful layout that allows for users to log up to 60 hikes
anywhere in the world. The durable, matte-finish softcover protects the 55# (90
GSM) white paper interior. Pages are numbered and templates correspond to the
Table of Contents page for easy reference and personalization. Inside This Book:
(60) Hike Tour templates with prompts. (60) Checklists for each hike. This Hiking
Logbook Belongs To page Table of Contents to add hike description with a
corresponding page number. Checklist Categories Include: Hiking Equipment and
Apparel Food & Beverages Documents Equipment Backpack Pharmacy Other The checklist
categories have sub-categories with specific items listed, and room to write your
own custom entries. Hike Tour Prompts Include: Hike / Trail Name Date Start Time
End Time Total Duration Total Distance Location Companions City/State Starting
Point End Point Difficulty (Easy, Moderate, Challenging & Very Difficult) Weather
- with icons Crowd - with icons View - with icons Description - with a lined area
to write. Landscape - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Fitness - with star-rating
of 1 to 5 stars. Overall - with star-rating of 1 to 5 stars. Highlight - with a
lined area to write. This hiking diary is a wonderful gift idea for men, women,
and kids who enjoy hiking and journaling. Log new outdoor adventures. Get your
hiking logbook today!

updated.
Oregon Lizann Dunegan 2004-05 Featuring 50 of the state's best hikes, with an
additional 52 honorable mention hikes, Hiking Oregon is the ticket to experiencing
the Beaver State's remarkable diversity. This one-of-a-kind guidebook will take
outdoor enthusiasts on hikes along rugged, rocky coastline to historic
lighthouses; through scented, sagebrush high desert and magnificent lava plains;
to the tops of volcanic peaks; past cascading waterfalls; and alongside wild and
scenic rivers.
Five-Star Trails: Tucson Rob Rachowiecki 2019-12-10 Explore the Best Trails in
Tucson, Arizona Encircled by mountains, blessed with awe-inspiring desert scenery,
and flanked to its east and west by Saguaro National Park, Tucson is an absolute
hiker’s nirvana. Hundreds of trails provide endless opportunities to explore. With
the expert guidance of local author Rob Rachowiecki, you’ll experience 38 fivestar hiking trails, for all levels and interests, divided into six distinct areas
in and around the city. Bag a peak, or take a dip in a swimming hole. Immerse
yourself in the region’s American Indian history, or wander among towering rock
formations. With ratings for scenery, difficulty, trail condition, solitude, and
accessibility for children, you can find your perfect outings with just a glance.
GPS-based trail maps, elevation profiles, and detailed directions to trailheads
help to ensure that you always know where you are and where to go. Insights into
the history, flora, and fauna of the routes entertain and educate while you are
out on the trails. Save time and make the most of your hiking adventures.
Experience the best of Tucson’s breathtaking scenery, varied terrain, and amazing
wildlife. Lace up, grab your pack, and hit the trail!

The Redwood Coast Daniel Brett 2004-07 Hiking the Redwood Coast is a trail guide
covering all of the best hikes along California's central and northern coastlines.
In addition to detailed directional cues, hike stats, and local information, the
book provides comprehensive trail descriptions and GPS-quality, digitally designed
route maps for each hike.

Five-Star Trails: Knoxville Johnny Molloy 2011-08-09 Like others in the Five-Star
Trails series, this book features up to 40 day-hikes, ranging from 1 mile to 12
miles, in and near a midsize city--in this case, Knoxville. The author has
carefully chosen each hike to create a collection of routes suitable for a varied,
but primarily local, outdoors audience. Based on the author's extensive and
intimate knowledge of the region, some of the hikes represent a combination of two
or more trails that create a unique route. As a distinguishing feature of the
series, as signaled by the Five-Star series title, each entry displays ratings of
one to five stars in five categories for that hike. Those categories are: •
Scenery • Level of Difficulty • Trail Conditions • Degree of Solitude •
Appropriateness for Children The book's overview map provides a quick visual
summation of the hikes' locations within the greater Knoxville area. Then,
individually, each hike features an easy-to-follow trail map, elevation profile,
at-a-glance information, and narrative description. The main text for each entry
provides details about the route to follow. It also focuses on the most notable
aspects of that route: for some, it may be the panoramic view; for others, a bit
of local history

Best Hikes Rocky Mountain National Park Kent Dannen 2020-04-01 Best Hikes Rocky
Mountain National Park features the best hiking throughout Rocky Mountain National
Park. Detailed maps and trail descriptions make navigating these wonderful trails
easy, from family-friendly strolls to popular vistas to hillier wooded pathways.
FalconGuides have set the standard for outdoor guidebooks for more than thirtyfive years. Written by top experts, each guide invites you to experience the
adventure and beauty of the outdoors. Look inside to find: Hikes suited to every
ability Mile-by-mile directional cues Difficulty ratings, trail contacts,
fees/permits, and best hiking seasons An index of hikes by category—from easy day
hikes to waterfalls Invaluable trip-planning information, including local lodging
and campgrounds Full-color photos throughout GPS coordinates
Hiking Colorado's Indian Peaks Wilderness Bob D'Antonio 2002-03 The Indian Peaks
Wilderness, a 73,000-acre gem within Arapaho and Roosevelt National Forests, has
some of the wildest country in the United States, yet is within easy reach of
Denver, Colorado. Author Bob D'Antonio provides detailed descriptions and maps of
the best hiking in the wilderness, with inside tips on camping sites and the best
times of year to visit.

Connecticut Walk Book Connecticut Forest and Park Association 2017-07-25 Lace up
your boots and experience some of the best hiking in New England. Whether you are
a day-tripper or long-distance hiker, old hand or novice, you'll find trails
suited to every ability and interest. The Connecticut Forest & Park Association
(CFPA) maintains over 825 miles of Blue-Blazed Trails in Connecticut, trails that
wind through state parks and forests, land trusts, and across private land. The

Hiking Montana Bill Schneider 2014-06-13 Hiking Montana offers 100 of the best
hikes in Big Sky Country, from pleasant family outings to backcountry adventures.
This is the classic guide to Montana hiking, now completely field-checked and
category-hiking-trails
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descriptions of the hikes with maps that are clear and easy to read and follow,
parking information, and trip-planning essentials that will bring you to every
trail.

Connecticut Walk Book is a comprehensive guide to these trails, including
detailed, full-color maps, mileage/destination tables, and a lay-flat design for
ease of use. In this twentieth edition of the Connecticut Walk Book you will find
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